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2014 Harley-Davidson SOFTAIL BREAKOUT FXSB
BREAKOUT FXSB
View this car on our website at usedmotorcyclesandparts.com/6615008/ebrochure

 

Our Price $13,990
Specifications:

Year:  2014  

VIN:  1HD1BFV10EB035344  

Make:  Harley-Davidson  

Stock:  U035344-WHD  

Model/Trim:  SOFTAIL BREAKOUT FXSB BREAKOUT
FXSB

 

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Engine:  1689 cc V Twin  

Exterior:  MOROCCO GOLD  

Transmission:  6 Speed Manual Six-Speed Cruise Drive®  

Mileage:  13,056

This 2014 Harley-Davidson SOFTAIL BREAKOUT FXSB BREAKOUT
FXSB features a 103ci V-TWIN 1687cc engine. The vehicle is
MOROCCO GOLD with a MOROCCO GOLD interior. It is offered As-Is,
extended warranty is available. - 2014 HARLEY-DAVIDSON SOFTAIL
BREAKOUT FXSB - This Harley-Davidson is in Excellent overall
exterior condition - ABS, 2014 Harley-Davidsonr Softailr BreakoutrBig
wheels, big paint and classic drag-bike attitude meet premium modern
refinement in this attention-grabbing performance cruiser.The 2014
Harley-Davidsonr FXSB Softailr Breakoutr is a premium drag bike that
mixes premium features, fit and finishes with a wide, muscular, stance
and slammed, slammed custom style that's low, and a low cruising
RPM for more comfortable cruising. The big, muscular wheels of classic
1960s and 1970s dragster bikes. The H-Dr FXSB model's Big V-Twin
engine has a unique, the Softailr Breakoutr model rolls with modern
power, top-of-the-line treatments and lots of low-down menace. Big
wheels, big paint, big chrome, all wrapped in a refined style-the
Breakoutr model is a true attention-grabber with a ride that's been
painstakingly engineered for fun whether you're winding mountain roads
or cruising the strip. It may be low-profile, but the Breakoutr motorcycle
always makes a big, bold statement.Low Muscular ProfileWith its big,
bold stance, the Breakoutr motorcycle makes a powerful impact even
standing still. Its pure, clean lines, low-slung profile, stretched stance,
big wheels and chopped fenders all shout premium custom, solid power
and look at me attitude, even as its performance makes it your choice
who gets to stare and for how long before you disappear.Twin Cam
103T Engine PowerLive your ride to the power of Twin Cam 103T. The
air cooled Twin Cam 103T Harley-Davidsonr engine delivers more
stump pulling torque, while its Electronic Sequential Port Fuel Injection
jetting gives crisp, lively throttle reaction. It's a performance punch you'll
appreciate when passing, climbing hills, or just catching eyes as you
cruise by-all under that signature Motor Company rumble. And it comes
at lower cruising rpm, so you ride more smoothly, with less engine
vibration and better highway fuel economy.You may be cruising with
swagger, but you know safety counts. This sophisticated, so you'll still
turn heads with clean, streamlined design. But more importantly, you
get certainty in the saddle knowing your bike's going to behave when
you need it.Balanced Suspension & HandlingThe Breakoutr model may
be a big bold bike with a powerful stretched stance, but it's definitely not
just for show. We carefully balanced and damped its suspension to give
it a neutral feel-even with those big, wide tires-and engineered it for
lightness, for an excellent power-to-weight ratio. The bottom line? A
smooth, fun ride whether roaring from stoplight to stoplight or winding
along country roads. - Contact Motorcycle Sales at 888-933-7674 or
bob@usedmotorcyclestore.com for more information. -
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Installed Options

Let us help you finance your next vehicle. Begin by clicking the "Get Approved" button above and enter your information completely before clicking submit. You can also print and

fax us your completed application to 877-862-7872. *NOTE* - When filling out fields requiring a dollar amount, please enter simple numbers only without decimel point or any

remaining digits. For example, if you were entering eight hundred dollars as a dollar value for any field, it should be entered as "800" (NOT $800.00 or $800). Only the simple

expression is accepted on this form for numeric values. Please print and fax to 877-862-7872 if you have any trouble submitting this form. Our finance team will work to get you the

best financing options available. Used Motorcycles And Motorcycle Parts For Sale (877) 862-7872.
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